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Anatomy of a Ponzi Scheme

•Definition

•A fraudulent scheme whereby the
perpetrator(s) attract new “investors” on
promise of unusually favourable financial
reward so that a portion of the “invested”
funds can be used to maintain returns to
earlier “investors”, through until the collapse
of the scheme.
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Agenda:

• Spot the Fraud and other Playground Games

• Claim Theories: Accessory Liability, Duty of Care,
Standard of Care and Loss Triggers

• An Overview of First Principles of Banking and Bills of
Exchange

• Anatomy of a Ponzi Scheme

• Investigation and Mitigating Loss

• Post Discovery: Regulators, Police and Angry Mobs:
How to Untie the Proverbial Gordian Knot

• Questions
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Ponzi Schemes: Not always easy to spot…
But easy to blame someone else for loss

Learning Goals:

1. Develop a strong risk management program to
better detect investor fraud and Ponzi Schemes;

2. Create a robust investigation plan to address
complex issues on detection;

3. Implement a comprehensive litigation strategy to
deal with multiple investigations by regulators,
police, insurance, employment and class action
counsel; and

4. Understand the foundations of accessory liability
for third party fraud.
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So, moments after morning coffee,
let’s play: Spot the fraud in progress
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A typical story:
HMS Financial $100M Ponzi Scheme

• HMS Financial Inc. (HMS) operated investment
programs in which those investing funds were to
receive interest payments at 8-10% per month. Mr.
Bailey was a lawyer practicing law in the Province of
Alberta, and by 2001, he was doing legal work for
HMS. Initially, investors paid the money to HMS by
giving it to Garth Bailey Professional Corporation; Mr.
Bailey deposited the funds into a bank account
operated by the professional corporation. Funds
were paid either to or on behalf of HMS from that
account. R. v. Bailey, 2014 ABPC 103 (CanLII)
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Ponzi Schemes – Legal Liability Concepts
Where does civil liability risk arise?

•Claim Theories for Accessory Liability
• Knowing Assistance – wilful blindness/recklessness

• Knowing receipt – based on constructive knowledge,
constructive trust, and receipt

• Conversion – money vs. cheques, strict liability

• Negligence – duty to non-clients?

• Volunteer in receipt of trust property – tracing

• Fraudulent conveyance/preference – early recipients

• Vicarious liability – differentiated from accessory claims

• Fiduciary Duty – limited application



Ponzi Schemes – Legal Liability Concepts

• Q. Who perpetrates the scheme?
• A. The fraudster

• Q. Who makes it possible?
• A. The ‘investor’/victim.

• Q. Who gets sued?
• A. Anyone with money or insurance.

• Q. Who makes money from a Ponzi Scheme?
• A. The Perpetrator, a few lucky investors, for a while…..oh,

and the lawyers.
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An Overview of First Principles of
Banking Law

• The banker customer relationship is primarily one of
debtor and creditor and is NOT fiduciary in nature.

• The banker customer relationship does not establish
a trust over the funds on account.

• A fiduciary relationship arises only in special
circumstances of vulnerability, duty and a reasonable
expectation of paramount loyalty. It is the rare
exception between a banker and customer.
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An Overview of First Principles of
Banking Law – so what is a banker

• “A banker has been defined as “a dealer in
credit.” True, in ordinary speech, bank credit implies
a credit which is convertible into money. But money
as commonly understood is not necessarily legal
tender. Any medium which by practice fulfils the
function of money and which everybody will accept in
payment of a debt is money in the ordinary sense of
the words even although it may not be legal tender…”
Reference re Alberta Legislation, [1938] S.C.R. 100,
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An Overview of First Principles of
Banking Law – the relationship

• Banker/ Customer relationship is contractual.

• Historically, a contract governing a bank account
consisted mainly of implied terms.

• Those terms were developed by the common law
courts from the late 1600’s onwards, and some of
them were later codified in what is now the Bills of
Exchange Act.

• Most bank account agreements are standard form
contracts of adhesion. However, terms may still be
implied. B.M.P. Global Distribution Inc. v. Bank of Nova Scotia, [2009] 1 SCR

504; Chriss v. The TD Bank Financial Group, 2013 ONSC 7508 (CanLII)
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An Overview of First Principles of Bills
of Exchange Law

• “Few jurists thrive on exploring the mechanisms
rooted in the Bills of Exchange Act; most find them
technical and tedious. Important as electronic
transactions have become in an increasingly
paperless world, cheques are still popular bills of
exchange that are processed daily in a multitude of
transactions across Canada based on recognized
mechanisms.”

Per Justice Deschamps in Canada Trustco Mortgage Co. v. Canada, 2011

SCC 36, [2011] 2 SCR 635
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Overview of Bills of Exchange Law:
New Payment paradigms develop from old
abstracts

• Gold and Silver

• Promissory Notes

• Bills of Exchange

• Paper Money by Government Fiat

• Electronic Money

• What’s next? – Mobile Payments, Corporate Currency,
Cryptocurrency & Bitcoin, World Currency, and the
disintermediation of the bank…
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So Simple, and Yet So Confounding:
The Cheque

• A cheque is a ‘chose in action’. Essentially it is a
direction from one person to another, directing
payment of a sum certain to a designate or their
assignee. It represents a legal right to the holder.

• A cheque is made up of two parts, a ‘chattel part’ and
a ‘chose in action’.

• The real value of the cheque is the chose in action --
the right to receive payment of the sum of money for
which it is drawn, but the action for conversion is
based on the interference of the chattel part.
National Holdings Ltd. v. CIBC et al., 2005 BCSC 369 (CanLII)
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The Tort of Conversion:
Cheques

• The tort of conversion “involves a wrongful
interference with the goods of another, such as
taking, using or destroying these goods in a manner
inconsistent with the owner’s right of possession”:
Boma Manufacturing Ltd. v. Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, 1996 CanLII
149 (SCC)

• “… an action in conversion may be brought by the
rightful holder of a cheque against a wrongful
dispossessor.”
Jer v. Royal Bank of Canada, 2014 BCCA 116 (CanLII)
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The Tort of Conversion:
Cheques

• The tort is one of strict liability, and although the
dispossession must arise as a result of the
defendant’s intentional act, “it is no defence that the
wrongful act was committed in all innocence”

• That means a lending institution’s liability in
conversion is predicated upon finding both that
payment upon the cheque was made to someone
other than the rightful holder of the cheque, and that
such payment was not authorized by the rightful
holder. If either of these criteria is not satisfied, there
is no tort.
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Bank has No Duty to Monitor a Trust

• If a trustee draws a cheque on a trust account, the
bank is not obliged to make inquiries to determine
whether the proceeds of the cheque are to be applied
in accordance with the trust. Once it has paid the
cheque or made repayment of the deposit, it is not
concerned with the manner in which the money is
employed thereafter.
Fonthill Lumber Ltd v. Bk. Montreal, [1959] O. R. 451 (C.A.);
Jer v. Royal Bank of Canada, 2014 BCCA 116 (CanLII)
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Duty to Inquire or Monitor Arises on
Knowledge of Misfeasance

• “The drawer …made the cheque out to “Bert Fitchett
in Trust”. From the cases cited it would appear that
the respondent had no duty to go behind the cheque.
For that to happen, according to the respondent, the
applicants would have to establish that the
respondent had some knowledge of the wrong doing
of Bert Fitchett.”
601039 Ontario Limited v. First Ontario Credit Union Limited, 2009
CanLII 704 (ON SC)
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Actual Knowledge of Misfeasance
Triggers the Duty to Inquire

• “A bank that has “actual knowledge (including wilful
blindness or recklessness)” of fraudulent activities by
one of its customers may be subject to a “duty of
care” toward third parties that deal with the
customer.” Per: Bank of Montreal c. Bank of Nova Scotia, 2013 CanLII

57730 (QC CA)

• AML Compliance requires filing a Suspicious
Transaction Report (“STR”) with FINTRAC: This is
just a start. It is perhaps perverse, but STR’s are
where civil claims exposure to non-customers start,
not end.
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The Duty of Care:
Meeting the Standard of Care

• A bank that has actual knowledge of fraudulent
activities of a customer may become subject to a duty
of care in favour of parties doing business with the
customer. Such a duty is discharged by terminating
the customer’s access to the bank’s facilities,
reporting the customer to the appropriate authorities
and, in many cases, freezing the customer’s account.

• Disclosure at the initiative of the bank/victim, (as
opposed to in response to a police enquiry without
warrant) is not barred by federal privacy laws.
R. v. Spencer, 2014 SCC 43
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The Duty of Care: Meeting the
Standard of Care

• “While courts have recognized a duty of care owed by
banks to third parties to take steps to prevent the use
of the bank’s facilities for fraudulent purposes, this
duty arises only upon the bank becoming aware of
facts demonstrating fraudulent activity or proposed
fraudulent activity - that is, upon the bank acquiring
actual knowledge of the use, or proposed use, of its
facilities for fraudulent purposes”. . . . Dynasty Furniture

Manufacturing Ltd. v. Toronto-Dominion Bank, 2010 ONSC 436, [2010]
O.J. No. 2703. (appealed on other issues Dynasty Furniture
Manufacturing Ltd. v. Toronto-Dominion Bank, 2010 ONCA 514 (CanLII))
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Anatomy of a Ponzi Scheme

Recipe for a Ponzi Scheme:
• Start with one Perpetrator: – typical profile -
Psychopathic/Megalomaniac or Weak and
Compromised

• Add A few Aggregators: – typical profile - Community
Leader/True-believer – salt with their own money

• Soak along with many ‘Investors’/victims: – typical
profile – negligently blind and trusting followers

• Combine Investment products: - real or fictitious

• Churn with one bank or brokerage account: - real
and fictitious

Stir occasionally until confused and broke.
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Anatomy of a Ponzi Scheme

•Common unwitting facilitators:
• Banks/brokerages – for pooling and payments
• Lawyers/Notaries - for cloak of credibility and

use of trust accounts
• Accountants – same, but also for bookkeeping
• Appraisers/Valuators – “independent” values
• Realtors – for sales and for trust accounts
• Early aggregators – for personal trusted

testimonials
• Regulators – if they miss the clues or do not

investigate.
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Perpetrator/Victim Symbiotic Continuum:
the seven deadly sins in real life

•Common Traits:
• Promised High Rate of Return –

exploits lust, greed and envy

• Participants are Relationship based –
exploits trust

• Purported investment is complex –
exploits sloth and ignorance

• Private, confidential and secretive –
exploits pride
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Perpetrator/Victim Symbiotic Continuum:
Ubiquitous and anonymous?

• Observational characteristics of Ponzi investors:
• Typically, middle class income earners, usually older

• Often with limited Investment knowledge and sophistication

• May comment on ‘their great investment’, but will either express limited
or no knowledge of its mechanics or say that it is ‘confidential’

• Disinclined to ask probing questions

• Tied to other ‘investors’ by some ethnic or religious community or group,
such that the investment is by recommendation of friends and relatives

• Sporadic large withdrawals paid to perpetrator or will seek loans for ill-
defined business purpose

• Makes large sporadic round number deposits by cheque or wire from
perpetrator

• Most victim/investors look at the promise, but fail to inquire: “Why…” or
“How come…” and will be blinded by profit and baffled by …
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Perpetrator/Victim Symbiotic Continuum:
Tall Poppies with unknown roots

• Observational characteristics of Perpetrator:
• Charismatic

• Narcissistic

• Excessive displays of wealth

• Excessively generous

• Purported business affairs are not local

• Single pooled account, multiple depositors, sporadic large
withdrawals

• Round number deposits by cheque or wire

• Round number withdrawals by cheque, draft or wire

• In late stage – tight cash flows, kiting, regulatory enquiry
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Ponzi Schemes Accessory Liability–
Litigation Risk Management

• The trouble with trust accounts

• Professionals – Ask “Why?” and be wary

• Financial Institutions: - Exception analysis
and the “3 V’s” – Velocity, Volume and Value

(Solution: Develop and apply AML verification
and source of funds protocols as appropriate.
Inquire, Document, Consider and Divest)



Ponzi Schemes Accessory Liability–
Litigation Risk Management

•Employee investment guidelines,
prohibitions and awareness

(Solution: Develop and ensure compliance
with organizational investment guidelines.
Encourage reporting of investment
solicitations directed at employees and
unusual solicitation as directed at
customers. Investigate and document as
necessary.)



Ponzi Schemes Accessory Liability–
Litigation Risk Management

• Identify mandatory internal investigation
triggers

(Solution: Develop and implement list of
investigation triggers such as: specific third party
fund enquiries re: your client/customer; regulatory
inquiries; receipt of document production orders;
search warrants, attachment orders; or when AML
reporting obligations arise. STR may be the end of
the initial investigation, but is the START OF CIVIL
CLAIMS EXPOSURE.)



Ponzi Schemes Accessory Liability–
Litigation Risk Management

•Develop/Implement funds “Hold” policy
during all substantive investigations

(Solution: Document all investigations, whether it
is a simple customer inquiry and their response or
internet searches for early warning blogs and
social media. Record both positive and negative
searches.

Escalate investigations to legal for privacy
concerns, privilege on investigation and loss
avoidance.)



Ponzi Schemes Accessory Liability–
Litigation Risk Management

•The problem of discovery while in
funds, before identification of victims

(Solution: Develop account agreements with
rights of investigatory holds. Consider
invitation for regulatory freeze orders, payment
into court, and rights of return of deposits to
depositors.)



Poking at the Entrails:
What happens after – Wrath – the 7th sin

• ‘Investor’ Claims/Class Actions

• Insurance Investigation and Claims

•Criminal Investigation and Prosecution

•Regulatory Investigations

•Secondary Internal Investigations

•Recriminations, gnashing of teeth, etc.
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Ponzi Schemes Accessory Liability–
Litigation Risk Management

•Worst Case Scenario & Survival: Class
Actions, Media Scrutiny, Regulatory and
Criminal Investigations, Reputational
Damage, Cataclysmic Financial Loss

(Solution: Engage legal. Anticipate Litigation from
outset to invoke litigation privilege. Pre-litigation
witness/victim identification, conduct early
interviews, initiate early internal and third party
document compilation, invoke document retention
policy.)



Ponzi Schemes –
Civil Legal Liability Concepts

• Primary Liability:
Directed at Perpetrator(s)

• To disgorge profits, make restitution, and to punish

• Accessory Liability:
Directed at usual unwitting facilitators

• Applies to those who assisted, facilitated or benefited
from the scheme; or

• may apply to those that had suspicions but failed to
prevent the continuation of the scheme; or

• Vicarious liability for employee acts/omissions
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Post-Discovery triage:
The First Few Minutes

• Engage legal to direct investigation.

• Identify individuals tainted by scheme. Isolate and
interview.

• Seek assistance and information through BCPIO,
regulatory or criminal process, or civil litigation
process. Trace and hold funds.

• Secure suspect computers and files. Preserve
evidence.

• Engage key internal or external audit personnel.

• Determine ability to trace and secure.
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Post-Discovery triage:
The First Few Minutes

• Review Insurance Policies and give written notice to
all insurers of potential loss and claims.

• Consider risks and timing for possible confrontation
of suspect employee/former employee(s), customers,
external suspects. Consider timing of
disengagements for cooperation; insurance;
reputation.

• Work together to the extent possible to hold the
perpetrator accountable.

• Consider defamation and privacy implications for
both internal and external communications.

• Manage the message to the public.
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Investigation Goal #1:
Stop the music…

When Ponzi Schemes are exposed, they collapse quickly:
a) investors clamour for the return of ‘their’ funds (knowing
receipt/ fraudulent preference vis a vis the investors that last
advanced into the scheme); and

b) the perpetrator will see the scheme unravelling and will at
first appease and then will usually scoop funds and head for the
exits.

The primary investigation goal should be to identify and stop the
flow of funds in all directions, recover all funds recently remitted
and in transit and prevent further loss through immediate holds.
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Ponzi Schemes – Loss Mitigation,
Investigation and Recovery Tools

Civil Litigation: Tracing and Freezing Tools

• Problem of complexity with many affected parties

• Without Notice Orders

• Anton Piller – civil search

• Norwich Pharmacal – unwitting facilitator disclosure
order

• Mareva Injunction – asset freeze

• Discovery Process
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Ponzi Schemes – Loss Mitigation,
Investigation and Recovery Tools

Potential opportunities Contact and Coordinate with
Regulators

• Consider their role: Protection of the Public and
Financial System

• Identify which regulators: CRA, Securities
Commission, IIROC, MFDA, FICOM, etc. as some have
broad powers to freeze, compel/seize evidence under
blanket of gag power, leading to cease trade and
public notices

• Consider scope of notices: Inter-jurisdictional law
enforcement agencies

• Law Society or Professional Bodies
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Ponzi Schemes – Loss Mitigation,
Investigation and Recovery Tools

• Bankruptcy:
Advantages - investigation powers, freezes assets,
stay of proceedings, can disgorge preferences, multi-
jurisdictional efficacy. Can focus all claims and create
unified approach to resolution for both victims and
accessories.

Haag Capital, LLC v. Correia, 2010 ONSC 5339 (CanLII); Samji (Re), 2013
BCSC 2101 (CanLII)

Challenges - requires ‘petitioner’ – an investor or
creditor prepared to come forward. Once initiated, takes on
a life of its own with limited cost control.
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Investigation Goal #2:
The music stopped, find a chair….

Ponzi schemes are complicated by the fact that every
victim has probably received money back from
another victim. Those that got more back than they
put in, may still think that they are “victims”. Once all
funds have been frozen or recovered, the attention
inevitably leads to ‘victims’ pursuing their unrealistic
expectations of loss by seeking to transfer such loss
to the unwitting facilitators.

Early investigation interviews can reduce this risk of
evidence being lost or tailored to fit the need to find
everyone a chair or improperly shift the loss.
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The Problems with pursuit of “Loss”:
Loss recovery vs. Loss Transference

• What, if anything, is the loss: exploring the gap
between unreasonable expectations and harsh
reality?

• Who suffered actual loss: the elements of proof?

• Who, if anyone, received the benefit?

• Where did the money go: mapping the money trail?
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Investigations: Proving state of mind
and apportionment of liability

Accurate, early investigations are critical because
culpability and apportionment of loss amongst
victims and negligent unwitting facilitators may
depend on state of mind and knowledge of the
person purporting to be a victim, both of which
change with time and realization of loss.

The early investigation notes (prior to civil claims)
could well be the most accurate portrayal of
investors’ knowledge, relationships, un-
investigated suspicions and be determinative of
apportionment.
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Defending Against the “Victims”:
Ready to blame all but themselves

• Examining State of Mind: “Heads, ‘I win’, Tails ‘You
have insurance’”. ‘Guaranteed’. ‘Non-taxable’. ‘Too
Good to pass up, but Too Good to be True!’

• Contributory Fault Concepts: Naïve Greed blinds and
silences ordinary prudence and inquiry.

• Ex Turpi Causa: Willful Blindness and Recklessness
justifies tax cheating and probably breaches of third
party duties.

• Willful Blindness and the Receipt of Funds: “knowing
receipt in breach of trust” as a defense.
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Ponzi Schemes –
Investigation and Recovery Tools

• Tax Losses (if investor actually acknowledged income
and paid tax on ‘gains’) Canada v. Johnson, 2012 FCA
253 (CanLII) leave to appeal dismissed Donna M.
Johnson v. Her Majesty the Queen, 2013 CanLII 14327
(SCC) –

“remarkably, ‘victims’ of some schemes have
somehow forgotten to pay the tax.”
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Investigations: Proving state of mind
and Wilful Blindness

An investigator may wish to ask the following questions:

1. Was suspicion aroused about a fact that would reveal a
prohibited consequence or circumstance?

2. Was suspicion about the prohibited consequence or
circumstance probable or at least “possible above the
average”?

3.Was inquiry made about the suspicion?

4.If inquiry was made about the suspicion did they harbour
any real remaining suspicion after the inquiry?

5.If they harboured any real remaining suspicions after the
inquiry, did they inquire further about the suspicion?
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Ponzi Schemes:
Prevention?

•According to P.T. Barnum – Impossible.
However, mitigate through early
detection and application of:

• “14% Rule”

• “Distance Equation”

• “Plausibility Quotient”

• Uncommon, common sense; and

• Protection beyond Duty, to Foreseeable Harm of
Others; or

• Invest early and run……



QUESTIONS

THANK YOU

Ross McGowan, Partner, Vancouver
• rmcgowan@blg.com

• 604-640-4173
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